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Organic milk sector in Germany:  Producers only manage to cover 88% of their costs

According to the latest production cost and producer price calculations in the organic sector, producers in Germany
received an average 60.36 cents/kg of organic milk in the accounting year 2022/23. However, the production costs,
including a fair remuneration for farmers, amounted to 68.95 cents/kg. This means that producers…
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Fair prices and market regulation, so that the Green Deal does not exist in a vacuum

EMB organised important debate about agricultural sector together with ECVC and MEP Biteau
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23.10.2023

Invitation: Market regulation and fair prices

Green Deal ingredients to avoid a recipe for disaster
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16.10.2023

Current figures for Germany:

Significant increase in costs and price drop exert further pressure on producers
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12.10.2023

- A golden cow for golden values -

8th European Fair Milk Conference celebrates the commitment of farmers and honours contributions to social sustainability
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25.09.2023

Crisis warning on the European dairy market:

The EMB calls on policy-makers to wake up from their slumber and take action at EU level at last
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The dairy farmers of the CR, APLI and EMB demand a French milk price above €500/1000L

During the International Agricultural Fair held in Paris, in March 2022, the Coordination Rurale (CR) and the Association des
producteurs de lait indépendants (APLI), both EMB members, demanded a milk price of €500/1000L which was based on a
production cost calculation for French producers…
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The 8th European Fair Milk Conference in France

Invitation to the press to the Conference held on October 12 in Châteaugiron
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08.09.2023

Newsletter September 2023 online!

The challenges facing dairy farmers today have never been greater, from milk price volatility, input cost increases and
volatility, ever changing nitrate and other environmental regulations, climate change and weather, to name a number of
key issues. The European model of agriculture based on the family farm is a model worth…
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Current price and cost figures for German dairy sector

Situation in April 2023: prices drop while costs remain high
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